OBJECT OF THE GAME

SAMPLE MOVES

Score the most points by matching and stacking
colored pyramids!

GET READY

1 POINT

2 POINTS

3 POINTS

match!

1. Set out the game board, bag of pyramids,
and scoring pegs.
2. Each player places a scoring peg on
the green arrow, pulls a pyramid from
the bag, and places the pyramid on a
green square.
3. Each player takes three pyramids from
the bag. These are your Triple Triumph
starting pieces.
4. The person whose birthday is coming
up next goes ﬁrst.

4 POINTS

Add an upside-down
pyramid to a group of
four pyramids on the
board to build a platform
and score 4 points. You
must match all four sides
of the pyramid to build
a platform.

TRIPLE TRIUMPH TOPPER!
Top a platform with a matching pyramid.
Score one point, draw a bonus pyramid,
and play it on this turn.

ON YOUR TURN
1. Building from pieces already on the board,
play as many of your pyramids as you can.
• All sides of a pyramid you play must match the
colors of the sides of any bordering pyramids.
• For each pyramid you play, you can score up to
four points — one point for each matching side.
(See the Sample Moves section.)
2. Add up your points and move your peg forward
on the scoring track. (If more than one player lands
on the same hole, stack your pegs!)
3. Draw more pyramids from the bag until you have
three pyramids.
4. Now it’s the next player’s turn.
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HOW TO WIN
After all the pyramids have been played, or when
nobody is able to play on their turn, the game is
over. The player with the most points wins!

Three cheers for the winner of Triple Triumph!
TRY THIS!
•Play a Triple Triumph tournament.

Whoever wins three games ﬁrst is tops!
•Can you build a complete pyramid? Start with
a four-by-four bottom level and follow the
matching rules of Triple Triumph. Go solo or
work together to take it to the top!
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Welcome to Cranium Triple Triumph, the 3-D strategy game
where you match, stack, and top pyramids to win!
™
®
™

Gear up for Jam Pack Jam, the
hilarious pack-it-or-pop-it game!
It’s your turn to pack the trunk.
Better work fast — if time runs out,
your stuff will go flying!
Can you pack it … or will it pop?

™

The race is on to build your ultimate zoo!
It takes a lot of resources
and a little bit of luck to build four unique
animal habitats to win!
Ages 8 to Adult

Ages 6+

WARNING:

USeng01

CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.
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For even more fun, visit cranium.com!
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